
It emerged last night that this Sunday will be the newest deadline set
for Brexit negotiations, after talks over dinner between Boris Johnson
and Ursula von der Leyen ended without a breakthrough in Brussels
on Wednesday. Despite a senior Downing Street source declaring
that "very large gaps remain between the two sides and it is still
unclear whether these can be bridged", von der Leyen and Johnson
agreed that talks should continue in the coming days.
Ursula von der Leyen, the President of the European Commission, is
due to brief the leaders of the EU's 27 member states today and
tomorrow  of the outcome of the dinner with Mr Johnson at the bloc's
two-day summit in Brussels. 
In a statement following the dinner last night, von der Leyen said "We
had a lively and interesting discussion on the state of play on
outstanding issues. We understand each other's positions. They
remain far apart... The teams should immediately reconvene to try to
resolve these issues. We will come to a decision by the end of the
weekend."
All eyes will now turn to the weekend and in particular Sunday. GBP
Pound futures could be set for a volatile open on Sunday night and
into Monday.
FTSE100 +0.50% to 6599, EUR/GBP +0.85% to 0.9093, GBP/USD
-0.60% to 1.3312 this morning.
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Equities: European markets flat to slightly higher on Thursday morning, volumes and volatility
will remain low ahead of the ECB release later today. Equities on the continent have generally
been grinding higher for the past 3 or 4 weeks after their sharp rally at the beginning of
November. Traders are sitting on the fence somewhat as Brexit and US stimulus talks continue
behind closed doors. Stock markets lower in the US last evening, the nation seeing their
highest ever daily Covid death count and second highest level of daily new cases on
Wednesday.
Currencies: The Dollar gained some small ground on Wednesday, FX markets have seen
relatively quiet trade over the past week with the exception of Sterling, for obvious reasons.
The Euro will likely see some heightened volatility this afternoon following the central bank
release, GBP will remain choppy as we edge towards the new Brexit negotiations deadline this
Sunday.
Safe-havens: Gold lost nearly 2% of its value yesterday, pulling back after roughly a week of
solid gains, the metal slightly lower again this morning at $1,833. US Treasuries have been very
quiet this week as investors await further clarity on the size and timeline of the US fiscal
stimulus package, German Bunds head further into negative territory, now yielding -0.615%.
Looking ahead: The highlight of the day will come at 12:45 Irish time from the ECB, followed
by a press conference with ECB President Christine Lagarde. A 2-day EU economic summit will
also kick off today. This afternoon we will see weekly employment data and monthly CPI
inflation data from the United States.

Brexit Update

Ocado
British online supermarket Ocado this morning raised its full-year
profit forecast for the third time in 2020, after the second wave of
Covid restrictions kept many customers buying food on the internet
rather than risking in-store visits. The group is now expecting an
EBITDA of "over £70m" compared to previous estimates for circa
£60m. For context, Ocado's 2018-19 EBITDA came in at just £43.3m.
Ocado said that revenues at its retail joint venture with Marks &
Spencer rose by nearly 35% to £579.6m in its fourth fiscal quarter to
November 29th.
"Customers continue to embrace the full M&S range with the biggest
selling lines coming from everyday essentials in the M&S fresh
categories" the company said.
The firm currently has plans to open 3 new warehouses next year,
which if completed would allow for 40% more capacity. While online
grocery shopping in the UK has doubled its share of the market this
year, to almost 14%, Ocado has forecasted that number will reach
roughly 30% in the coming years.
The shares are over 5% lower following the release this morning,
trading near the bottom of their 4-week range. Ocado has seen a
72% gain year-to-date, with the shares rallying sharply as the
pandemic spread earlier in the year and consumers made the switch
to shopping online.


